
Shortcuts 
Some of these are adjacent to the tricks I sent out a few weeks ago about having 
multiple desktops. I will do my best to break these down so all can understand. For 
these you will hold the Windows key (close to your space Bar on the left) (also you have 
to hold the Ctrl key if applicable) then press the additional buttons. 
 
Windows Key - Tab (Task View) - This is what I was talking about in my last email. This 
is just a keyed shortcut to view all the tasks you have open on your current desktop. 
This combination can be pressed again to return back to the last task you were on 
(assuming you let up on the windows key) or you can now use your arrow keys to select 
an open application. 
 
Windows Key - Up or Down - Pressing up will maximize your window to fit your current 
screen. (while holding the windows button and) Pressing down will minimize it to your 
toolbar at the bottom. (assuming it wasn’t maximized, if it was then it would do the same 
as the “restore down” button) 

 
 
Windows Key - Right - Up (Moves app to top right quadrant) - This can also be used in 
an opposite manner to move a window to the top left of your screen by holding the 
windows button and pressing the up and left windows key, this can be undone by still 
holding the windows button and pressing down, and right. 
 
 
Windows Key - Ctrl -Left or Right (virtual desktop) - For this shortcut you have to have 
another desktop open like what I explained in my last tips and tricks email, this is a 
seamless way of going back and forth between a few desktops 
 
 
Windows Key-Ctrl-D (new virtual desktop) - This is a extremely quick way to open a new 
desktop. You can now try the previous tip after doing this shortcut. (If you want more 
information on this and did not read my last email, there is a lot of information in there.) 
 
Windows Key - Ctrl - C (Cortana listening) - This is more of a personal shortcut since 
not very many of you have microphones and also probably have loud classes so this 



can be used but wouldn’t recommend in class. It allows cortana (the circle that has “ask 
me anything” next to the start bar) to listen and follow simple commands like searching 
for things on the internet, opening applications, and various other commands. 
 
Windows Key-Ctrl-F4 (closes virtual desktop) - If you are done with a class and no 
longer need that desktop, however I would advise closing all the applications and 
folders open on that desktop because for some reason they just get added into your 
current desktop when you close the spare desktop is closed out. *Note: For some 
reason on my laptop I have to hold the Fn (function) button as well with the windows key 
and control key for this shortcut to work. 


